Join us at Pivot Park
Together we can improve global health

We have a clear mission at Pivot Park:
If we invest in building a world-class biopharmaceutical R&D infrastructure it will create the perfect conditions for new companies, young companies and established companies to grow. This will support the development of a dynamic, pharma-based knowledge community.

Together, through this, we will improve global health. Today, that is exactly what we are doing.

Pivot Park is located in entrepreneurial Oss, the spiritual home of the Dutch pharmaceutical industry. This is the ideal place to attract talent, spark new ideas and support growth; whilst simultaneously offering an unmatched work-life balance.
Our vision is to be Europe’s foremost campus for biopharmaceutical innovation and discovery

Pivot Park is the optimal location for innovative, early-phase, fast-growing companies and SME’s in the pharmaceutical sector. We help our entrepreneurs to accelerate their growth by providing outstanding facilities and infrastructure. We create and maintain a stimulating environment of mutual learning and shared knowledge-exchange. The facilities we offer, combined with our network of successful companies and associated knowledge institutes, make Pivot Park the hotspot for pharmaceutical innovation in Europe.

State-of-the-art laboratories with the latest equipment for chemical, biological and analytical applications.

Turnkey office spaces Traditional rooms or open space.

Open access laboratories with shared equipment for laboratory automation, equipped with reliable, shared equipment.

Ultra-High Throughput Screening centre offers ultra-High Throughput Screening (uHTS) and lab automation services to accelerate drug discovery programmes.

GMP-certified pilot plants BioConnection and Ardena offer contract services and GMP manufacturing for the development and production of sterile and non-sterile pharmaceutical drug products.

On-site analytical and entrepreneurial support These include lab services, regulatory consultancy, patent advisors, commercial law services and and many more. See our website for an overview of all companies.

Oss’s development into a pharmaceutical hotspot grew out of its industrialisation in the 19th century – and its meat industry in particular – when Dr Saal van Zwanenberg founded Organon as a separate part of his meat processing factory. That was in 1923.

Oss, thanks to its roots, continues to offer a solid base for life sciences and health companies with MSD and ASPEN next door. Currently the ecosystem includes 4000 jobs. Pivot Park is one of six COCI sites in the Netherlands.
Pivot Park is part of an ecosystem of leading companies and knowledge institutes that focus on innovations in drug development.

Through this interconnectivity, the park community can help ambitious entrepreneurs ensure that they have all the resources they need to accelerate their growth. There is also a wider related ecosystem, centred on Oss. This includes the adjoining Health Valley life science and innovation network, stretching from Eindhoven to Nijmegen to Boxmeer. The result is an exceptional network of complementary industry, research, academic hospital and professional training organisations to support and enable businesses.

This combination of factors makes Oss a leading European location for companies looking to develop, scale up and commercialise processes and products. The Oss municipality is keen to support any company that wishes to establish itself here.

A vibrant international community
Be inspired by interacting with others informally, every day, and at regular Pivot Park-wide events. Discover new opportunities for exciting collaborations. Leverage the diverse backgrounds and experiences of smart men and women from dozens of countries around the world.

Unmatched work-life balance
Pivot Park is located in entrepreneurial Oss, the spiritual home of the Dutch pharmaceutical industry. This is the ideal place to attract talent, spark new ideas and support growth, whilst simultaneously offering an unmatched work-life balance.

Culture, fresh air, sports clubs, a child-friendly environment, excellent education and more ... Oss and the surrounding province of North Brabant offer everything you could want to have a great time.
The spirit of innovation

The Pivot Park campus and community is already proving itself a success in terms of innovation and entrepreneurship. In the last seven years, the number of people working at the campus has more than doubled and we now have some 600 employees working at more than 60 companies. Figures like this indicate that Pivot Park is one of the fastest growing campuses in the Netherlands.

An ideal location in Europe

Situated in the Netherlands, Pivot Park is optimally located for doing research, doing business and having a great social life.

Some facts and figures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>People and companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 ha campus</td>
<td>&gt;60 start-ups, scale-ups, SMEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,500 m² R&amp;D facilities, labs, cleanrooms</td>
<td>&gt;600 highly skilled people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 buildings housing laboratories and offices</td>
<td>175 m² Open innovation lab with access to high-quality equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 coffee corners</td>
<td>1 lectureship for applied sciences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Europe’s foremost biopharmaceutical campus

Pivot Park, Kloosterstraat 9, 5349 AB Oss, the Netherlands, www.pivotpark.com

Are you ready to make your mark and improve global health together as an innovator, a service provider or as an investor in the park?

Get in touch by calling us on +31 (0)412 84 60 10 or emailing us at joinus@pivotpark.com